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Studying the
Effects of
Inventions

by Joan Lippens and Sandra Ridella
3. explain key vocabulary words associated
with inventions and their effects.
4. compare and contrast information extracted from the data.
5. summarize and organize information in
stories, essays, descriptive paragraphs,
booklets, charts, maps, and illustrations.
6. use higher-level thinking skills to answer
questions about specific inventions.
Figure 1 is an example of a record in the
database that was created to accomplish
these purposes.

A series of lessons developed around a
database on the history of inventions will
serve two major goals for middle school
students: (1) understand the historical
development and cultural effects of inventions
and (2)°become familiar with the organization
and use of databases. The specific reading
objectives are that the students will:
1. use reference materials to gather and
organize information about inventions.
2. build a multidimensional frame of reference
for inventions.

INVENTION: light bulb
INVENTOR(S): Edison, Thomas A.

COUNTRY: U.S.A.

NAME OF TECHNOLOGICAL ERA: Development of Industries
YEAR(S): 1879
CLASSIFICATION: manufacturing and household
FUNCTION: The light bulb is used to bring light to dark places.
DESCRIPTION: A thin metallic filament is enclosed in a glass bulb. Electricity is passed
through the filament until it glows. This is why it was first called an electric
filament light bulb.
SOCIAL EFFECT: At first Edison used light bulbs in his factories to prove to people that they
were safe and provided better Iight than gas lamps. Soon houses al I over
America and the world were lit with light bulbs.
ECONOMIC EFFECT: Light bulbs allow people to extend their work day. They make
working and home life more enjoyable and safe. Because they are
mass manufactured, they are inexpensive.
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT: Electric light bulbs are safer than gas lights or candles.
REFERENCE SOURCE: Hamer, Martyn. (1980). Famous Names in Invention. Great
Britain: Wayland.

Figure 1. A record in a database on the effects of inventions.
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1.

Individual students or teams of learners
are responsible for gathering information
about various inventions and recording it in
the database. The selection of inventions to
include can be approached in two ways. The
teacher can select them in advance, being
careful to include as many classifications in
each era as possible. Another approach that
wi 11 assess and activate learners ' prior
knowledge is to have them brainstorm about
inventions they think have affected society.

2.

To fill in most of the fields of information
in this database, the students must think about
the implications of the material they are
reading in the references. Material must be
digested and interpreted in order to respond
to the items in the database. Responses about
the social, econ o mic, and environmental
effects require thinking beyond that provided
in many references on inventions. The item
about reference source provides an opportunity to guide the students to learn
acceptable bibliographical form.

3.

In order to have consistency so that the
material can be searched and used after it is
entered, the designation of eras and
classifications must be agreed upon. Although
the designations can be provided by the
teacher, it is better to involve the learners in
creating a list of appropriate eras and
classifications. The list could be posted on the
bulletin board near the computer for referral
when entering information into the database.
Possible designations for eras might be : Stone
Age Technology (to c. 3000 B.C.) , The Urban
Revolution (c. 3000 B.C. to 500 B.C.),
Technological Advancements of Greece and
Rome (500 B.C. to A.D. 500), etc., up through
Space Age Technology (1945 to present). As
an example of the classification of inventions,
one group came up with: transportation,
agriculture and livestock, communication,
medicine, building, warfare, exploration,
clothing, manufacturing, household products,
personal products, entertainment, and wacky
and weird.

4.

Choose two inventions from one classification and print out the record for each.
Compare and contrast them according to
technological era, function, social effect,
economic effect, and environmental
effect. Show these comparisons in an
appropriate form such as a comparison
chart or a compare/contrast article.
Choose an invention and design an
advertisement for it. The ad is to be
designed on the premise that the world is
seeing and hearing about it for the first
time. How will you include the information
about social, environmental, and economic effects in your advertisement?
Search the database for all the inventions
by North Americans, by Europeans, by
Asians, by Africans, or by Australians
(including Pacific Islanders). Prepare a
map of your chosen continent that shows
the inventions, inventors, and eras. Are
there any similarities about the
inventions in that particular area of the
world?
Search for all the inventions from one era.
What relationships do you see among the
inventions during that time? How were
the inventions related to the political and
social history of the time? Were any of
them ahead of their time?

Th is type of database activity can easily
be adapted to topics such as diseases, types
of government, forms of musical composition,
works of art, and other subjects in any
curricular area . Through the discussions and
reference work carried out in connection with
such themes, students are engaged in
meaningful learning of content as they
practice purposeful reading strategies.

Joan Lippens, M.A. in Reading, Eastern
Michigan University.
Sandra Ridel/a, Graduate Student 1n
Reading, Eastern Michigan University.

Much learning occur; during the
compilation of the database. Subsequent use
of the information to make interpretations
and draw conclusions increases its value.
Problems such as the following can be posed:
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